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Play of Consciousness 1994
when swami muktananda traveled to the west he met with seekers in hundreds of small and large gatherings he answered questions on a vast array of topics which
are arranged here in a sequence that traces the course of the spiritual journey from questioning the nature of our existence to meeting the master and experiencing
the results of initiation baba muktananda describes in detail the struggles with the ego the dwindling of ignorance as we open to grace and the sublime experiences
that herald the approach of the final attainment and state of self realization the chapters are punctuated by colorful and moving reminiscences of his own inner
journey and of the time he spent with his guru bhagawan nityananda

Play of Consciousness 2000
this best selling spiritual autobiography of swami muktananda tells the story of his journey to self realization under the guidance of bhagawan nityananda candidly
describing his extraordinary experiences beginning with his spiritual initiation on august 15 1947 and continuing through his enlightenment nine years later this is a
guide for seekers moving toward the same goal

Conversations with Swami Muktananda 1998
this collection includes dialogues from 1962 1966 that contain swami muktananda s replies to questions covering a wide range of spiritual topics as well as rare
photographs from the early days of his teaching mission

God Is with You 1993-01-28
a collection of contemplations and aphorisms by swami muktananda on such topics as divine love the greatness of the human heart and understanding thought and
how the mind works

To Know the Knower 1993
a collection of contemplations and aphorisms by swami muktananda on such topics as divine love the greatness of the human heart and understanding thought and
how the mind works

A Book for the Mind 1993-01-28
a collection of contemplations and aphorisms on such topics as divine love the greatness of the human heart and understanding thought and how the mind works

Where are You Going? 1997
essays and dialogues laced with wit and humor introduce seekers to siddha yoga meditation the awakening of the kundalini energy the recognition of the inner self
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the function of the master and the practices of mantra repetition and meditation

Baba Muktananda 2007
this compilation of swami muktananda s talks and writings about his guru bhagawan nityananda forms an absorbing biography and loving portrait of one of the
greatest spiritual masters of modern india

Bhagawan Nityananda of Ganeshpuri 1996
a collection of contemplations and aphorisms by swami muktananda on such topics as divine love the greatness of the human heart and understanding thought and
how the mind works

I Welcome You All with Love 1993-01-28
a collection of contemplations and aphorisms by swami muktananda on such topics as divine love the greatness of the human heart and understanding thought and
how the mind works

I Love You 1993
responding to his students wishes swami muktananda s series of talks and informal dialogues on spiritual practices and truths includes many of his favorite teaching
stories

Selected Essays 1995
a collection of contemplations and aphorisms by swami muktananda on such topics as divine love the greatness of the human heart and understanding thought and
how the mind works

The Self Is Already Attained 2002-05
the inner dynamics of the author s personal guru disciple relationship are described through references to scripture the poetry of saints and his own relationship with
guru bhagawan nityananda

The Perfect Relationship 1999
revealing the power of letters words and images according to yoga this book explains how to use this knowledge to strengthen and still the mind
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Conversations with Swami Muktananda 2000
this compilation of questions and answers drawn from talks and conversations between swami muktananda and spiritual seekers he met as he traveled in the west
covers a range of topics from the first questioning of the nature of existence to the final attainment

Mystery of the Mind 1992
explaining the need for kundalini awakening this text describes the experiences that arise once it has taken place and addresses the potential obstacles to attaining
the ultimate life goal liberation

From the Finite to the Infinite 1994
in the past fifty years scientists have begun to discover how the human brain functions in this book wilder penfield whose work has been at the forefront of such
research describes the current state of knowledge about the brain and asks to what extent recent findings explain the action of the mind he offers the general reader
a glimpse of exciting discoveries usually accessible to only a few scientists he writes throughout my own scientific career i like other scientists have struggled to prove
that the brain accounts for the mind but perhaps the time has come when we may profitably consider the evidence as it stands and ask the question can the mind be
explained by what is now known about the brain the central question he points out is whether man s being is determined by his body alone or by mind and body as
separate elements before suggesting an answer he gives a fascinating account of his experience as a neurosurgeon and scientist observing the brain in conscious
patients originally published in 1975 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make available previously out of print books
from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable
paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books
published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905

Where are You Going? 1981
swami muktananda s aphoristic poetry reflects on fundamental truths and speaks of yoga in his uncompromisingly pure way a mixture of meditative wisdom fervent
and reverent prayer and instruction this book is infused with muktananda s energy and love

Kundalini 1994
this commentary explains the philosophy and mystery of the hamsa the natural mantra of the breath which was first revealed in the vijnana bhairava an 8th century
treatise

Chitshakti Vilas 1972
through exposition scriptural stories and question and answer sessions with seekers swami muktananda addresses subjects such as spiritual discipline ego money
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marriage and parenting

Mystery of the Mind 2015-03-08
early writings that explore such topics as the nature of grace the guru disciple relationship the science of mantra and kundalini awakening

Reflections of the Self 1993
this invaluable source of wisdom and inspiration for both beginners and experienced meditators sparks enthusiasm for pursuing this practice and its highest goal self
realization

I Am That 2015-06
the teachings of swami muktananda and gurumayi chidvilasananda are dated and arranged into 12 themes of spiritual life to be used for daily meditiation

I Have Become Alive 1992
the story of one man s journey from his youth in suburban chicago to an adult in spiritual india and a world of mystics yogis and gurus within this extraordinary
memoir radhanath swami weaves a colorful tapestry of adventure mysticism and love readers follow richard slavin from the suburbs of chicago to the caves of the
himalayas as he transforms from young seeker to renowned spiritual guide the journey home is an intimate account of the steps to self awareness and also a
penetrating glimpse into the heart of mystic traditions and the challenges that all souls must face on the road to inner harmony and a union with the divine through
near death encounters apprenticeships with advanced yogis and years of travel along the pilgrim s path radhanath swami eventually reaches the inner sanctum of
india s mystic culture and finds the love he has been seeking it is a tale told with rare candor immersing the reader in a journey that is at once engaging humorous
and heartwarming praise for the journey home here is an inspiring chapter of our story of spiritual pilgrimage to the east it shows the inner journey of awakening in a
fascinating and spellbinding way ram dass author be here now he tells his story with remarkable honest the temptations of the 1970s his doubts hopes and
disappointments the culture shock and the friendships found and lost add a zest of danger suspense and surprise and radhanath swami s story is a deep genuine
memoir that reads like a novel brigitte sion assistant professor of religious studies new york university

Light on the Path 1994
essential for students who want to understand the lineage of siddhas and the roots of siddha yoga meditation this book introduces many of these great masters and
comments on key teachings of kashmir shaivism and vedanta

Meditate 1999
drawing on teachings in the bhagavad gita and other classical works this text contemplates the transition into another phase of existence explaining how to overcome
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the fear of death and attain an expansive understanding of samsara illusion karma destiny and the immortality of the soul

Resonate with Stillness 1995
just as heat is inherent in fire so is our desire to become better why are personal growth and life transformation so difficult does creation wish that we fail of course
not the purpose behind the universe s grand design is to make us succeed our own unawareness of the laws of the universe creates the impediment just as physical
phenomena are regulated by laws there are spiritual principles governing the journey of life as well knowledge of them helps us understand why success comes so
easily to some but remains a struggle for others why some are still putting on their shoes while others have finished the race the beauty is that like the physical laws
of nature the divine principles governing happiness and fulfilment in life are also eternally valid in this book swami mukundananda explains the 7 divine laws in an
easily graspable manner with knowledge of the vedic scriptures and witty anecdotes that everyone can relate to this book will empower you to become the best
version of yourself

The Journey Home 2010-09-01
in 1970 driven by a search for purpose and meaning a young new yorker leaves his promising academic career to travel to india seeking yogic wisdom after many
adventures he arrives at the feet of the great siddha master baba muktananda in the holy village of ganeshpuri here he experiences the awakening of the kundalini
energy with enthusiasm sincerity and candid self reflection swami shankarananda depicts his profound relationship with his guru and the inner voyage of his
transformation he takes the reader on a mystical journey in which he does battle with his ego and his own negative tendencies and connects with the inner divine
energy under baba s guidance he emerges from a twelve year apprenticeship as a knower of the self and a guru in his own right ganeshpuri days is a beautifully
written account that will inspire readers to awaken to the true self and fulfil their highest potential

Secret of the Siddhas 1980
swami muktananda belongs to the rare and ancient lineage of siddhas self realized masters who are known for their ability to awaken the spiritual potential in others
revered in his own country and tradition for his spiritual attainment and the universality of his teaching he has in recent years become one of the most highly regarded
meditation masters in the world in these pages he offers in straightforward and often humorous language an understanding of meditation as it is and can be

Does Death Really Exist? 1995
when the sun shines on a snow capped mountain the layers of snow melt down helplessly similarly when sun like wisdom shines on a covered entity layers of
ignorance start melting away thus uncovering the real you in this book you will find a combination of the wisdom of the heart and the wisdom of art this combined
wisdom can make us ponder wonder and help us overcome the blunder of ignorance which leads to suffering and sorrow this book is a collection of pearls of wisdom
in the necklace of life for the beauty of the soul radhanath swami was born in chicago in 1950 in his teens he set out to wander the world on a spiritual quest where he
eventually discovered the yoga path of devotion he presently travels in asia europe and america teaching devotional wisdom but can often be found with his
community in mumbai for more info visit radhanathswami com
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7 Divine Laws to Awaken Your Best Self 2020-12-30
the mysteries of the soul have evaded mystics sages and gurus for centuries humanity has long yearned to discover the answer to our existence and many spiritual
traditions have evolved to provide those answers through sacred texts that facilitate journeys of transformation and discovery yet never before have all of the spiritual
traditions been distilled so simply into one easy to follow path a path of love and devotion in this long awaited follow up to the journey home the journey within guides
readers through the essential teachings of bhakti yoga world renowned spiritual leader radhanath swami draws from his personal experiences to demystify the ancient
devotional path of bhakti capturing its essence and explaining its simple principles for balancing our lives his down to earth writing simplifies spiritual concepts and
answers timeless questions in a heartfelt narrative that brings this sacred philosophy beautifully to life what is love what is the soul who is god how can we live in the
physical world without losing touch with the spiritual in concise and approachable language radhanath swami sheds light on how to answer these vital questions and
offers solutions to life s challenges with the simplest of resources reach beyond the material world and journey within to discover the beauty of the true self

Ganeshpuri Days 2020-04-13
account of the awakening of the kundalini process by philip st romain with reflection on the meaning of this process from the perspective of christian spirituality
foreword by thomas keating appendices by james arraj 2nd edition original work by crossroads ny 1991

Meditate 1980
while many know of his transformation from harvard psychology professor richard alpert to psychedelic and spiritual icon ram dass tells here the full arc of his
remarkable life populated by a cast of luminaries this intimate memoir chronicles his life across nine decades of cultural and spiritual transformation that resonate
with us to this day

The Real You 2014-02-20
a wide ranging anthology of the most insightful writings on harnessing the vital life force present in all human beings with an emphasis on theory and personal
practice this book will appeal to a wide range of people interested in kundalini concepts

The Nectar of Chanting 1978-01-01

The Journey Within 2017-06-15

Kundalini Energy and Christian Spirituality 2010-03-31
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Being Ram Dass 2022-11

The Play of Consciousness 1974-01-01

Kundalini, Evolution and Enlightenment 1979
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